Aims. The Earth Occultation Technique (EOT) has been applied to Fermi's Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) to perform all-sky monitoring for a predetermined catalog of hard X-ray/soft γ-ray sources. In order to search for sources not in the catalog, thus completing the catalog and reducing a source of systematic error in EOT, an imaging method has been developed -Imaging with a Differential filter using the Earth Occultation Method (IDEOM). Methods. IDEOM is a tomographic imaging method that takes advantage of the orbital precession of the Fermi satellite. Using IDEOM, all-sky reconstructions have been generated for ∼ 4 years of GBM data in the 12-50 keV, 50-100 keV and 100-300 keV energy bands in search of sources otherwise unmodeled by the GBM occultation analysis. Results. IDEOM analysis resulted in the detection of 57 sources in the 12-50 keV energy band, 23 sources in the 50-100 keV energy band, and 7 sources in the 100-300 keV energy band. Seventeen sources were not present in the original GBM-EOT catalog and have now been added. We also present the first joined averaged spectra for four persistent sources detected by GBM using EOT and by the Large Area Telescope (LAT) on Fermi: NGC 1275, 3C 273, Cen A, and the Crab.
Introduction
In 2008 June the Fermi satellite was launched with two widefield-of-view instruments: the Large Area Telescope (LAT) and the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM), spanning the ∼ 20 MeV to 300 GeV (?) and 8 keV to 40 MeV (?) energy bands, respectively. GBM is currently the only instrument performing all-sky observations above ∼ 200 keV and below the 20 MeV LAT threshold. The Earth Occultation Technique (EOT) has been applied to the GBM detectors in order to monitor fluxes of known point sources (?). Over ∼ 4 years of Earth Occultation analysis, the GBM Earth Occultation team has generated daily updated light curves for the ∼ 200 sources currently monitored (available at http://heastro.phys.lsu.edu/gbm/) and published a catalog of high energy (> 100 keV) sources (?) and a full 3-year catalog of all GBM sources (?). A particularly surprising result from GBM's continuous all-sky monitoring was the discovery of the variability of the hard X-ray flux from the Crab Nebula (?).
The standard EOT approach requires an input catalog of source positions to monitor sources. An additional method is necessary for finding sources not in the input catalog. In order to locate these sources with the uncollimated GBM detectors, a tomographic imaging method has been developed (?). This technique employs projections of the Earth's limb on the sky over the course of Fermi's orbital precession period (∼ 53 days) to generate all-sky reconstructions. Imaging with a Differential filter using the Earth Occultation Method (IDEOM) allows for searching for undiscovered sources and known sources absent from the GBM input catalog. Having a source catalog that is as complete as possible helps reduce systematic errors with EOT and may make it possible to investigate the discrepancies seen at high energies between the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) analyses of Burst and Transient Source Experiment (BATSE) data, EOT and the Enhanced BATSE Occultation Package (EBOP) respectively (??).
In this paper we describe the IDEOM imaging method and its application to GBM, and present all-sky reconstructions for the first ∼ 4 years of data in the 12-50 keV, 50-100 keV, and 100-300 keV energy bands. In Section 2 we give a brief review of the GBM instrument and the standard EOT analysis; Section 3 details IDEOM and its application to GBM; Section 4 presents the imaging results. Section 5 discusses the four persistent sources detected by GBM and LAT, and in Section 6 we discuss the conclusions and future work.
Fermi's Gamma-ray Burst Monitor
Fermi was launched in 2008 June to an altitude of 565 km and an orbital inclination of 25.6
• . At this altitude the Earth's diameter is ∼ 140
• and thus ∼ 30% of the sky is blocked by the Earth at any given time. Over 85% of the sky is occulted by the Earth over the course of a single orbit, and the entire sky is occulted in ∼ 26 days (half of the Fermi orbital precession period).
GBM consists of 12 NaI detectors and two BGO detectors (?).
The NaI detectors (covering the range 8 keV to 1 MeV) are 12.7 J. Rodi 1 et al.: Earth Occultation Imaging of the Low Energy Gamma-Ray Sky with GBM cm in diameter and 1.27 cm thick and are arranged in four groups of three detectors, located on the corners of the spacecraft. Six detectors are oriented perpendicular to the z-axis of the spacecraft. Four are inclined +45
• from the +z-direction, and two are inclined +20
• from the +z-direction. The BGO detectors (covering energies ∼ 200 keV to ∼ 40 MeV) are 12.7 cm in diameter and 12.7 cm thick, and are located on opposite sides of the spacecraft. Since 2008, GBM has had two continuous data types, CTIME and CSPEC. CTIME has nominal 0.256-second resolution and 8-channel spectral resolution. CSPEC has nominal 4.096-second resolution and 128-channel spectral resolution.
As shown with BATSE on the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO), monitoring known hard X-ray/soft gamma-ray sources is possible with simple non-imaging detectors with EOT (??). As a source is occulted by the Earth, the detector count rate decreases like a step function. A similar feature, but with opposite polarity, occurs in the detector count rate as the source comes out of occultation. Occultation times can be predicted using the source coordinates and the spacecraft positions. The occultation time is defined to be the time at which the transmission through the atmosphere is 50% at 100 keV. Given a predetermined catalog of sources, the flux for a source of interest is calculated by selecting a 4-minute window of count-rate data centered on the occultation time and fitted to a quadratic background plus a source transmission model for each source that occults during the window. A source transmission model is generated that consists of an assumed source spectrum combined with an energy dependent atmospheric transmission model, which is then convolved with the detector response. For each energy channel for each detector, a scale factor is derived from the fit of the source transmission models to the data and averaged over all of the detectors viewing the source. The weighted average scale factor for the source of interest is multiplied by the spectral model flux to determine the final flux. EOT applied to GBM is described in greater detail in ?. This technique is applied to the daily GBM data producing long-term light curves for all the sources in the GBM input catalog. In subsequent sections, this process is referred to as the "daily GBM-EOT analysis."
Earth Occultation Imaging
EOT can monitor only those sources included in the input catalog. For the CGRO/BATSE mission, two tomographic imaging methods were developed, Earth occultation transform imaging (??) and the Likelihood Imaging Method for BATSE Occultation data (LIMBO) (?). Earth occultation transform imaging generated images with the BATSE data using an inverse Radon transform and a maximum entropy method (MEM) deconvolution. With this technique, images were created for time periods spanning days to weeks and energies from 20 to 300 keV. The size of these images ranged from 5
• × 5
• . Regular analysis consisted of imaging the galactic plane with 27 30
• × 30
• fields of view to search for sources. This method was able to discover a number of transient sources (?), but has characteristics that make systematically searching for sources difficult. First, the effective image size is limited because of distortions due to approximating the Earth's limb as a straight line instead of an arc, resulting in inaccurate source locations. A second difficulty is caused by the projections along the limb of bright sources, which can extend for tens of degrees, as discussed below in Sec 3.2. Earth occultation transform imaging has no way to account for these projections which bias the image background. Using MEM, which is an iterative, non-linear process, this results in relative source intensities that include spurious contributions of other sources in the field of view, which makes comparing different images difficult.
LIMBO generated all-sky images using a likelihood statistic for a grid of predefined source positions on the sky. In this method the data were background subtracted using a satellite mass model and then passed through a differential filter before calculating the Maximum Likelihood Ratio for that location. Sources were then found using a CLEAN deconvolution algorithm. All-sky images were generated for 489 days of data for a single broad energy band covering 25-160 keV using sky grid points with 2
• separation.
The current IDEOM approach makes it possible to locate unmodeled sources by reconstructing the entire sky. This is important in order to reduce a potential source of systematic errors in the EOT analysis which may arise by attributing flux from an unmodeled source to a source actually in the catalog. This problem can be seen for example with 1E 1740.7-2942 and GX 1+4 (separated by ∼ 5.5
• ), which occasionally goes into outburst. If GX 1+4 is absent from the catalog, its transient flux is attributed to nearby sources (e.g. 1E 1740.7-2942). The second and third columns of Table 1 show the flux in mCrab of GX 1+4 and 1E 1740.7-2942 from MJD 55715 to 55765 during the time while GX 1+4 is flaring. The last column shows the flux for 1E 1740.7-2942 during the same period when GX 1+4 is omitted from the catalog. In the 25-50 keV energy band the calculated flux of 1E 1740.7-2942 more than doubles when GX 1+4 is not included in the catalog, and there is roughly a 35% increase in flux in the 50-100 keV band. Thus having a catalog that is as complete as possible is necessary for accurate flux measurements.
Another motivation is to investigate a potential cause of the discrepancies between the MSFC (EOT) and JPL (EBOP) analyses of the BATSE occultation data at high energies (100-300 keV). Results from the JPL method (?) have shown larger high energy fluxes for some sources than corresponding results from the MSFC analysis (?). These apparent high energy tails appear correlated with the phase in the 52-day precession period of the satellite, indicating a systematic effect possibly due to unmodeled sources.
IDEOM with GBM
IDEOM builds images of the sky using projections of the Earth's limb on the sky. Because the detectors are uncollimated, the detector count rate gives a measure of the sky brightness of the visible sky. Thus for a detector facing the Earth, the count rate consists of a term proportional to the change in the integrated flux along the Earth's limb (?) superimposed on a time-varying background and the contribution of sources in the sky moving across the face of each detector. For a fixed point on the sky observed during rise and set occultation steps on successive orbits, the flux (change in the line integral along the limb) is measured along different angles with respect to the sky. During the orbital precession period of the satellite, a source's elevation angle β (the angle between the source as it occults and the orbital plane of the satellite (Harmon et al. 2002) ) changes thus sampling a range of limb projections for that point on the sky.
A reconstruction of the sky is then generated by summing the limb projections for a location on the sky during an orbital precession period. Fig. 1 The top row in Fig. 2 shows sampled projections for two orbits from each day during the same precession period for 3C 273 (δ = 2.05 • ), the Crab (δ = 22.01 • ), and NGC 4151 (δ = 39.42
• ), respectively. The maximum β angle is declination dependent. As a result, more angles are sampled as δ increases, as shown in Fig. 2 . The bottom row shows the limb projections summed over an entire orbital precession period for a test source of unit intensity corresponding to the location of the source in the top rowi.e., the point spread function for that location on the sky. In the energy range corresponding to the GBM NaI detectors (8 keV to 1 MeV), a single step has a finite duration of ∼ 8 s / cos β as a source passes behind the Earth's atmosphere (???). (A derivation of the occultation duration can be found in Appendix B of ?.) The best possible position resolution depends on the angle subtended by the Earth's atmosphere and can be expressed as ∆θ = 0.5
• cos β . Fermi's orbital period of ∼ 96 minutes corresponds to a minimum ∆θ ∼ 0.5
• . ∆θ increases as β increases until β 66 • , at which point sources are no longer occulted.
IDEOM creates an input catalog of ∼ 600, 000 virtual sources uniformly covering the entire sky with 0.25
• spacing. For each virtual source, IDEOM then combines all the projections from a precession period to calculate the intensity at that location. Energy dependent occultation times are predicted for all the virtual sources so that the occultation time occurs at 50% transmission in a given energy band. A 4-minute window of GBM CTIME counts data is selected for the detectors that view each occultation at less than 75
• from the detector normal. A first order detector response correction is applied to account for detector efficiency as a function of the photon energy and the angle between the source and detector normal. Combining both rise and set occultation step types provides observations at more projection angles. In order to combine rise steps and set steps, win- This average window is rebinned from the standard CTIME 0.256-second resolution to 2.048-second resolution. A differential filter (See Fig.3) as used by ? then subtracts the sum of f b bins to the right of the central gap from the sum of f b bins to the left with an inner gap of 2 f a bins width between the two sums, i.e.
Here r j is the number of counts in bin j and o i is the difference between the two sums divided by f b for a given bin. To maximize sensitivity the inner bound should be large enough that 2 f a is roughly equal to the occultation duration thus maximizing the difference between total transmission and total attenuation. Decreasing the outer bound f b increases the angular resolution but decreases the statistical precision. For a constant value of f a , the filtered results are not strongly dependent on the value of f b . In practice, we use f a = 3 and f b = 8 in order to minimize effects from fluctuations and maximize sensitivity.
Differential filtering produces a dip at the occultation time while smoothing out background features, as shown in Fig. 3 for the Crab. The source intensity is calculated from the amplitude of the dip by fitting bins within ±(2 f a + f b ) of the occultation time to a polynomial (using the best fit results from either a quadratic or a cubic polynomial), and bins outside this region to a spline function joined by a straight line. The amplitude of the virtual source is found by taking the difference between the two fits at the occultation time. A region of ±(2 f a + f b ) is used to ensure that the dip is fully enclosed and thus the difference between the dip and the background is optimally sampled. The error on the amplitude is taken to be the combined error in the spline and
Earth Occultation Imaging of the Low Energy Gamma-Ray Sky with GBM polynomial fits at the peak. The bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows the filtered window with the polynomial fit in (green) X's and the spline fit in (red) triangles. The outer dashed lines are the boundaries for the polynomial fit, and the middle dashed line denotes the occultation time.
Cuts are made on the raw data to exclude times when the spacecraft has a high spin rate and when it passes through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). High spin-rate effects occur when the spacecraft slews, which leads to a rapidly varying background during the 4-minute window. When passed through the differential filter, a rapidly varying background can mimic an occultation step, creating artifacts in the image. The SAA passage effect arises from activation in the detectors during passes through the SAA and results in large broad spikes in the data, which again leads to a rapidly varying background.
Systematic Effects
Two systematic effects are explicitly taken into account in the IDEOM processing: 1) source confusion with bright sources and 2) windows in which the rise and set steps of a bright source dominate the spline background fit. The issue of source confusion arises from the ambiguity of where along the Earth's limb the measured flux originates. Since the GBM detectors have no direct imaging capability, the flux for an occultation time can be attributed to any location on the sky along the Earth's limb. Consequently, bright sources (e.g. Crab, Cyg X-1, Sco X-1) produce a characteristic "X" pattern (bottom row of Fig. 2 ) that can extend for tens of degrees on the sky. These "arms" are the result of projections remaining in a similar orientation for a relatively long time as the source reaches its maximum and minimum β angles during the Fermi precession period, and may overwhelm any flux that comes from possible faint sources lying on or near one of these arms. To mitigate the effects of source confusion, an algorithm has been developed to ignore occultation windows for virtual sources when a bright source from a pre-determined list occults close in time (< 11 seconds) to the virtual source but is far away on the sky ( 10 • ).
The other systematic effect involves virtual sources at roughly the same declination as a bright source and a few degrees away in right ascension. The virtual source is close enough on the sky to the bright source so that both rise and set steps for the bright source occur inside the 4-minute window, but the two sources are far enough away that when the window is filtered, the rise steps and the set steps for the bright source remain separated. An example can be seen in Fig. 4 for a virtual source at α = 84.75
• .) The steps from the bright source are included in the background level, so that the calculated amplitude of the virtual source appears negative. To reduce this effect and make the calculated amplitude less negative, the filter boundaries are set as usual, but the central region is fitted over a region of only ± f a instead of the normal ±(2 f a + f b ). This reduces the effect of the bright source on the background fit making the calculated amplitude less negative. The bottom panel of Fig. 4 shows the effect of restricting the central fit region to bins 59-65.
Differences between GBM-EOT Daily Analysis and IDEOM
EOT uses an input catalog of positions of known point sources. This restricts EOT to monitoring only sources in its input catalog. The input catalog for IDEOM consists of virtual sources with 0.25
• spacing on the sky that may not correspond to the positions of known point sources. EOT builds a model for the source of interest plus all other bright sources (sources with flux ¿ 50 mCrab in the 12-25 keV band) in the window, and then fits that model to the observed counts in the window. IDEOM does not fit windows on a step by step basis, instead averaging all the windows over a precession period. IDEOM is intended to identify unknown sources not included in the original EOT catalog. However, the differences between the EOT and IDEOM methods result in a difference in sensitivity which is due to several factors. First, EOT uses the exact source position and thus is able to optimally sample the occultation step (and flux) from a source. The IDEOM virtual source is not necessarily located at the actual source location and so may not sample the occultation step as well. Also, the interference time is larger for IDEOM (11 s) compared to EOT (8 s) which can result in fewer usable occultation steps for some source locations on the sky (e.g. near Sco X-1 arms). Finally, in order to reduce potential problems after SAA passes, the data within 400 s after an SAA passage have been ignored in IDEOM likely losing some valid occultation steps. These effects reduce source confusion from distant sources and minimize rapid background changes which may appear as spurious steps in the counting rate, but mean that IDEOM cannot distinguish sources that are close together on the sky as well as EOT.
In some situations, especially for sources with hard spectra, IDEOM may have better sensitivity than the GBM-EOT daily analysis. The GBM-EOT analysis excludes occultation windows when a source whose 12-25 keV flux is greater than 50 mCrab occults within 8 s of the source of interest. The EOT sensitivity then is low at all energies for sources close together as the number of usable occultation steps for each source is reduced based on the 12-25 keV flux. Since IDEOM does not generally exclude occultation steps for sources close together, analysis by IDEOM of independent energy ranges can detect sources at higher energies that may have lost occultation steps in EOT. An example is the case of GRS 1758-258 (∼ 0.75
• away from GX 5-1), described below in the discussion of Table 4 .
Results
IDEOM has been applied to the first ∼ 4 years of GBM CTIME data, covering 2008 August 12 to 2012 September 14, which corresponds to 28 Fermi orbital precession periods. An all-sky reconstruction has been generated for each precession period for three broad energy bands. Table 2 shows the beginning and ending dates for each precession period. For the beginning and ending MJD, the limb projections have been summed over the entire day regardless of the fractional part of the precession period for that day. Precession period 22 was excluded from the maps of the lowest energy band due to high significance fluctuations in the background. Also, the high mass X-ray binary A0535+262 was in an extremely bright outburst phase at times during precession periods 9, 10, and 18. Flickering of the source during these times resulted in wave-like features contaminating the reconstructions; these times were also removed. Single precession period reconstructions for an energy band were combined by summing the intensities for a virtual source weighted by the number of occultation steps for the point during a precession period. Figs. 5-7 show the combined significance maps for the first ∼ 4 years of the mission for the 12-50 keV, 50-100 keV, and 100-300 keV energy bands, respectively. Green contours have been over plotted at 3.5σ, 5σ, 10σ, and 20σ.
Features often extend from bright sources (e.g. Crab, Vela X-1, GRS 1915+105) which show secondary effects from limb projections adding constructively during a precession period. These "arms" are artifacts of Earth occultation imaging methods. The "streams" near (180
• ) are likely due to incomplete removal of Crab occultation limbs.
Initially (Method 1), candidate sources were identified in the IDEOM sky maps if a) their peak significance exceeded 3.5σ above background, b) they were located within 0.75
• of a known source in the Swift/BAT, INTEGRAL/SPI, or Fermi/LAT catalog, and c) their statistical significance in the 12-50 keV band was confirmed by EOT at a level of 10σ. Seventeen sources were found with this approach and have been added to the GBM EOT catalog. These sources are plotted in Fig. 5 as blue triangles.
In addition (Method 2), a search for potential sources was performed whereby the sky was divided into 5
• regions centered on each point. Independently in the 12 -50, 50 -100, and 100 -300 keV energy bands, the reconstructed intensity in each 5
• region was fit to a two-dimensional Gaussian. For potential sources with peak significance > 3.5σ over background, the centroid of the Gaussian was taken to be the source position. The integrated significance was then calculated over a rectangle ±2σ α,δ around the source position, where σ α and σ δ are the calculated widths of the fitted Gaussian, by summing the counts value for each virtual source in the region divided by the summed error for all of the virtual sources. This reduces the weight of single "hot" pixels. Sources with an integrated significance > 14σ were then added into a temporary source catalog and re-analyzed with EOT; sources that were confirmed with > 5σ total significance (statistical + systematic) by EOT were accepted as real sources. Sources detected > 5σ by the daily GBM-EOT analysis are plotted as red asterisks in Figs. 5-7. Sources detected by Method 2 but not detected by the daily GBM-EOT analysis are plotted as black triangles in Figs. 5-7. For clarity, Table 3 lists sources detected by the daily GBM-EOT analysis along the Galactic Ridge in the 12-50 keV range; those sources can be identified in Fig. 5 by the corresponding number. Sources detected by IDEOM and verified by EOT in the 12-50 keV band are listed in Table 4 with the fluxes as determined by the IDEOM analysis. In the 12-50 keV band, the average flux for the Crab over 2008 August 12 to 2012 September 14 is 0.486 ph/cm 2 /s defined for the purpose of this paper to be 1000 mCrab. The fluxes in the table have been listed for convenience in units of mCrab. In this energy range, 67 sources were detected in the GBM-EOT daily analysis while IDEOM found 56 sources, including 17 sources found from Method 1 and 42 sources from Method 2 with 3 sources detected by both methods. Of the 42 sources detected by IDEOM Method 2, all were already included in the EOT catalog. Two of the sources detected by IDEOM are in the GBM input catalog but are not detected in the GBM-EOT daily analysis. Of the 26 sources detected by the daily GBM-EOT analysis but not found by IDEOM, 11 were close to a brighter source (within a few degrees) and thus could not be separated, 12 did not show a peak feature above 3.5σ in the image, three did not meet the detection threshold of > 14σ for the integrated significance, and one (A0535+262) lacked image data during outburst and was not expected to be detected. The daily GBM-EOT analysis detected 17 transient sources in this energy range; 9 of these were detected by IDEOM.
There were 10 sources with an average GBM-EOT flux < 25 mCrab detected by the daily GBM-EOT analysis. Only three of those were found with IDEOM. For the 26 sources with an average flux between 25 mCrab and 50 mCrab, 13 were missed by IDEOM. Three sources were in the Galactic Center region and blended with other sources, two were blended with GRS 1915+105, five are confused with Sco X-1, two had an integrated significance < 14, and one was A0535+262. Above 50 mCrab, 31 sources are detected by the daily GBM-EOT analysis. All but three are also seen by IDEOM. The IDEOM sensitivity depends on position on the sky. For sources not near bright sources and their arms, though, the distinct difference in the number of sources detected above and below 50 mCrab suggests an IDEOM sensitivity of ∼ 50 mCrab. For the two sources in the GBM catalog found by IDEOM but not by the daily GBM-EOT analysis, 3C 273 and GRS 1724-308 have daily GBM-EOT significances of 4.8σ and 4.7σ, respectively. The corresponding IDEOM significances are 5.0σ and 13.5σ. The daily GBM-EOT analysis and IDEOM fluxes for 3C 273 are consistent within the errors. For GRS 1724-308, the IDEOM flux is 3.5 times larger than the daily GBM-EOT analysis flux, likely due to contributions from source interference in the crowded Galactic Center region. Table 5 and Fig. 6 show the sources detected by IDEOM in the 50-100 keV band. For clarity, sources along the Galactic Ridge are again identified by number in Table 3 . The average flux for the Crab in the 50-100 keV energy range is 0.068 ph/cm 2 /s. In this energy range, the daily GBM-EOT analysis detects 25 sources while IDEOM detects 22 sources, three of which are in the GBM catalog but not detected by the daily GBM-EOT Notes.
(1) 1000 mCrab = 0.486 ph/cm 2 /s
analysis. There were 6 transients detected by the daily GBM-EOT analysis with 5 of them found by IDEOM. Three of the six sources not detected by IDEOM have no significant feature in the image (NGC 2110, Sco X-1, and GX 354-0). Of the other three, two sources were close to a detected source and unable to be separated by IDEOM (OAO 1657-415 and 1A 1742-294) and one (Cyg X-3) had an integrated significance < 14. The average flux of the three undetected sources without an image feature is less than 22 mCrab. The three sources detected by IDEOM but not by the daily GBM-EOT analysis were NGC 4388, GRS Notes.
(1) 1000 mCrab = 0.068 ph/cm 2 /s Notes.
(1) 1000 mCrab = 0.035 ph/cm 2 /s 1758-258, and 4U 1812-12. The daily GBM-EOT analysis sensitivity is low for sources close together as the number of usable occultation steps for each source is reduced. As described in Sec. 3.3, IDEOM does not exclude occultation steps for sources close together on the sky when generating an image, allowing GRS 1758-258 (∼ 0.75
• away from GX 5-1) and 4U1812-12 (∼ 1.9
• away from GX 17+2) to be detected above 50 keV by IDEOM while they are detected only in the 12-50 keV band in the daily GBM-EOT analysis. INTEGRAL observations have shown spectra of GRS 1758-258 and 4U 1812-12 with significant flux out to 100 keV (??) and no significant flux in this range from GX 5-1 and GX 17+2 (???), in agreement with the results from IDEOM. The third source, NGC 4388, is detected at 5.4σ by IDEOM and 4.7σ by the daily GBM-EOT analysis with flux measurements consistent within the errors between the two methods. Table 6 shows the sources found by IDEOM in the 100-300 keV band. For the 100-300 keV energy range, the average flux of the Crab is 0.035 ph/cm 2 /s. In this energy range, the daily GBM-EOT analysis detected six sources. No transient sources were detected by the daily GBM-EOT analysis or IDEOM in this energy band. IDEOM found all six of these sources and also detected GRS 1758-258. The source with the lowest average flux is GRS 1758-258 at ∼ 54 mCrab with an IDEOM peak significance of 9.0σ. Although GRS 1758-258 is included in the predetermined EOT catalog, the daily GBM-EOT analysis significance for this source is 1.6σ with a flux of 58 mCrab. The difference in significance is due to source crowding and thus fewer occultation measurements for the daily GBM-EOT analysis. There are two sources detected by IDEOM between 3.5σ and 5σ that are not detected by the daily GBM-EOT analysis. These are 3C 273 with an average flux of ∼ 20 mCrab and a significance of 3.9σ and XTE J1752-223 with an average flux of ∼ 32 mCrab and a significance of 4.6σ. The lack of unmodeled sources at these energies suggests that the catalog is complete down to at least 50 mCrab in the 100-300 keV band and that the discrepancies between the EOT and EBOP analyses of BATSE occultation data are likely not due to an incomplete catalog but rather to inaccuracies in the EBOP background model. Tables 3-5 show the source position reconstructed by IDEOM together with the known position of the source. At 12-50 keV, the distribution of source position errors has a half width at half maximum ∼ 0.2
• , consistent with the size of the IDEOM virtual source sky pixels. The distribution then has a tail extending beyond 1
• corresponding mainly to sources in crowded regions on 
Sources Detected by GBM and LAT
Four persistent sources are found by IDEOM that are also detected by the Fermi/LAT: NGC 1275, the Crab, 3C 273, and Cen A. GBM observations can provide long term average flux measurements that are not available with pointed instruments. The amount of time during a precession period when the β angle is too large, and the source is unable to be occulted, can be estimated (?):
Here P Precession is the orbital precession period of the satellite, θ Occ is the β angle at which occultations are no longer possible, i is the orbital inclination of the satellite, and δ is the declination of the source. For Fermi, P Precession ≈ 53 days, θ Occ = 66
• , and i = 25.6
• . The Crab (δ = 22.01 • ) and 3C 273 (δ = 2.05
• ) have occultations throughout a precession period while NGC 1275 (δ = 41.51
• ) is not occulted for ∼ 2 days and Cen A (δ = −43.02
• ) is not occulted for ∼ 5 days. Thus all four sources have flux measurements for a significant part of a precession period.
Spectra are shown in Fig. 8 for these four sources using 4 years of broad band GBM data, LAT 2FGL catalog data ( ? have also fit the data using a cut-off power law model resulting in a better χ 2 with Γ = 2.07 and E C = 42.2 GeV. ? found ∼ 2 years of LAT data to be best fit by a power law with Γ = 2.09. Fig. 8(a) shows the average LAT power law spectrum from ? extrapolated down to GBM energies. The LAT power-law spectrum extended down to 12-25 keV fits the contemporaneous GBM data reasonably well while the INTEGRAL result is roughly an order of magnitude above the GBM data. The GBM data do not show any significant variability during the mission so far, based on the light curves published on the GBM Occultation Project website 1 .
3C 273
The bright close flat spectrum radio quasar 3C 273 has been a frequent target of X-ray and γ-ray observations since the 1970s. γ-ray emission region. COMPTEL and EGRET reported a break at ∼ 1 MeV with a slope of Γ = 2.4 above 1 MeV (?). COS B observations at γ-ray energies (50-800 MeV) show a power law of Γ = 2.5 (?). However, spectral hardening was observed at a time when the source brightened (??). Fermi/LAT has observed variations in the photon index from Γ = 2.4 ± 0.2 to 3.3 ± 0.3 and a clear hardening of the spectrum at times when the flux increases (?). The GBM light curves show distinct variability over the energy range 12-300 keV. The emission has been modeled by synchrotron self Compton, inverse Compton, and a protoninitiated cascade model, and ? has fit the high-energy spectrum satisfactorily with an empirical model of the form Fig. 8(b) shows the 4-year average GBM spectrum together with the LAT and COMPTEL data and the ? model with α = 0.7, β = 0.8, and E B = 2.36 MeV, corresponding to a steepening from α + 1 = 1.7 to α + β + 1 = 2.5. The model and data agree well up to ∼ 10 GeV.
Cen A
Cen A is one of the brightest AGN detected from radio energies up to the TeV range (?) and in ultra-high energy cosmic rays by Auger (?). Gamma-rays are produced by the jet in the central core and by inverse Compton scattering of microwave and infrared-optical photons in the giant radio lobes. At hard X-ray energies, Ginga and balloon-flight observations revealed a power law fit with a slope of ∼ 1.8 with a possible break at ∼ 180 keV (?). OSSE, COMPTEL, and EGRET observations during an intermediate emission state showed a three-segment broken power law with breaks at E 1 = 150 keV and E 2 = 16.7 MeV and slopes of Γ 1 = 1.74, Γ 2 = 2.3, and Γ 3 = 3.3, while a fit during a low emission state showed breaks at E 1 = 140 keV and E 2 = 590 keV and slopes of Γ 1 = 1.73, Γ 2 = 2.0 and, Γ 3 = 2.6 (?). BATSE Earth occultation data were fit with a slope of Γ = 1.84 and no evidence of a break out to 1 MeV (?). INTEGRAL observations by ? are well fit to an absorbed cut-off power-law model with Γ = 1.73 and E C = 434 keV. The third EGRET catalog reports a power-law fit with Γ = 2.58 (?). LAT measurements show a power-law fit with Γ = 2.67 (?), consistent with previous measurements at these energies. The observations from LAT energies through the radio can be fit with a synchrotron/synchrotron self-Compton model with a single emission region (?) or by a combined lepto-hadronic model in which the hard X-ray/soft γ-ray emission is produced by a combination of electron synchrotron radiation, proton synchrotron, and inverse Compton emission (?). In Fig. 8(c) the Reynoso et al. lepto-hadronic model fits well with the LAT, COMPTEL, and GBM data over the range from 12 keV to 10 GeV.
Crab
The Crab has long been considered to be a steady "standard candle". Variability was seen with several instruments on board CGRO: COMPTEL and EGRET showed variations in the 1 MeV to 150 MeV range (?) and BATSE (?) suggested flux and spectral variability in the 35-300 keV energy range on weekly timescales, though the BATSE short-term variability results were not confirmed. GBM, INTEGRAL, RXTE, and Swift data have shown that the 15-100 keV flux varies by several percent per year on a timescale of ∼ 3 years (?). GBM has presented an average spectrum of the Crab pulsar plus nebula best fit by a broken power law model with Γ 1 = 2.06±0.01, Γ 2 = 2.36±0.05 and a break energy at 98 ± 9 keV (?). INTEGRAL (?) fit ∼ 5.5 years of SPI data to a broken power law spectrum covering 20 keV to 6 MeV with slopes Γ 1 = 2.07 and Γ 2 = 2.23 and a break energy fixed at 100 keV. When the break energy is left as a free parameter, Γ 1 = 2.04 and Γ 2 = 2.18 with a break energy at 62 keV. Fig. 8(d) shows the INTEGRAL (red dashed) and GBM (solid black) models extended to 10 GeV together with results from COMPTEL and Fermi/LAT. The GBM broken power law spectrum provides excellent agreement up to above 10 GeV.
Conclusions and Future Work
All-sky reconstructions of the hard X-ray/soft γ-ray sky have been generated with IDEOM using GBM CTIME data. These are the first all-sky reconstructions using Earth occultation since ?. The maps cover the 12-50 keV, 50-100 keV, and 100-300 keV energy bands and span ∼ 1500 days. 43 known sources have been identified by the IDEOM imaging. Also 17 sources have been added to the GBM EOT catalog through cross-correlating features in maps with sources in the Swift/BAT and INTEGRAL catalogs. Most of the calculated source positions from IDEOM are within ∼ 0.5
• of the known source position, which is the minimum angular resolution as constrained by the Earth's atmosphere. No source was detected at > 5σ in the 100-300 keV reconstruction that was absent from the GBM-EOT catalog down to ∼ 50 mCrab. This result suggests that the discrepancy between the MSFC and JPL BATSE occultation analyses (?) is not due to unmodeled sources, but rather that a more likely cause of the difference is the background model. Future work with IDEOM includes updating the current images with more recent GBM data to increase sensitivity and continuing to search for additional sources.
Spectral analysis of the four persistent sources significantly detected by both GBM and LAT (NGC 1275, the Crab, 3C 273, and Cen A) has been performed using GBM, INTEGRAL, COMPTEL (where available), and LAT data. For NGC 1275, the extrapolation of the average Fermi/LAT spectrum down to GBM energies shows results consistent with GBM. For 3C 273 and Cen A, the GBM data are again consistent with model fits (??) extended down from LAT energies. For the Crab, the fit suggested in ? has been extrapolated up to LAT energies and again provides a good fit. 
